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1 Lecture Notes Turned into Problems

c Ch. I - Manifolds and Vector Fields

1. Define smooth manifold. What does it mean for a map f ∶M → N to be smooth? Discuss the real projective
space.

2. Define tangent vector, tangent space, tangent bundle, vector field, integral curve (flow), invariant of a vector
field, Lie bracket, Lie algebra.

e Ch. II - Lie Groups

1. Define Lie group, group action. Now, let g ∈ G = E(2) and

(x
y
) ∈M = R2 and g (x

y
) ∶= (cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ
)(x
y
) + (a

b
) .

Let Gε denote a one-parameter subgroup of G. Find the actions each of our three parameters generate, and the
corresponding vector fields. What commutation relations do the vector fields satisfy?

2. Define push-forward (tangent map), Lie derivative, k-form, exterior derivative (differential) of k-form. Define
left-translation. How does it induce a push-forward map? Define right-translation.

3. Prove that for one-form Ω and vector fields V,W ,

dΩ(V,W ) = V (Ω(W )) −W (Ω(V )) −Ω([V,W ]).

4. Let {Lα} be a basis of left-invariant vector fields and {σα} be the dual basis of left-invariant one forms.
Prove that

dσα + 1

2
fβγ

ασβ ∧ σγ = 0.

5. Define the left- and the right- invariant Maurer-Cartan one-forms on G. Prove the Maurer-Cartan equation

dρ + ρ ∧ ρ = 0

and show that it confirms the last equation in question 4.

6. The Heisenberg group is the set of upper triangular matrices of the form

g =
⎛
⎜
⎝

1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1

⎞
⎟
⎠
.
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Find the commutators of the lie algebra, the left- and the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan one-forms, hence the left-
and the right-invariant one-forms and vector fields. Find the left-invariant metric of the Heisenberg group, hence
the isometries and the vector fields generating them.

f Ch. III - Hamiltonian Mechanics and Symplectic Geometry

1. Define Poisson brackets. What are the Hamiltonian equations of motion and their solutions in a general
sense? Define symplectic manifold. Compare the original definition of the Poisson structure and its definition in
the context of symplectic manifold. Define pull-back.

2. Show the Lie algebra homomorphism from the Lie algebra of smooth functions on M into the Lie algebra of
vector fields on M .

3. Show that the Hamiltonian vector field XH preserves the symplectic form

⇔XH ⌟ ω = −dH.

How does the canonical two-form on T ∗M give XH = { ,H}?

4. Using the metric compatibility of the Levi-Civita connection to derive the formula for the Christoffel symbols.
What equation does a tensor X have to satisfy for it to be Killing? Show that K =Ki(x)pi Poisson commute with
H = 1

2
gij(x)pipj iff K is a Killing vector field.

h Ch. V - Gauge Theory

1. Working on Rn with a metric of signature (+,−) = (n − t, t), for a p-form λ, prove that

⋆ ⋆ λ = (−1)t(−1)p(n−p)λ.

2. Check the Bianchi identity in the adjoint representation.

3. Define section of a bundle, connection on a principle bundle, curvature.

2 Easy and Relevant Example Sheet Problems

L Example Sheet 1

1. Q1 part i.

2. Q4 part i.

3. Q5 part i.

4. Q7.

I Example Sheet 2

1. Q9 part i.

2. Q10.
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